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PINNACLE’S STRONG OPERATIONS AND DISCIPLINED GROWTH STRATEGY 

DELIVERED ExCELLENT RESULTS IN 2006.

* ExCLUDING DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS.   **BEFORE NON-ROUTINE ITEMS AND ExCLUDING DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS.

A BUSINESS PLAN  

IS GOOD...  

BUT A BLUEPRINT  

FOR SUCCESS  

IS BETTER.

BUILDING A FOUNDATION BY THE NUMBERS
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Dear Fellow shareholders:

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE CRANES.

From the rugged sierra nevada to the bayous of louisiana, our 

construction cranes are beginning to frame the skyline. From the 

shadow of the gateway arch in st. louis to the softly sloping terrain 

of the Ohio River Valley, each one will tower over a distinctive resort, 

a bustling regional property, a soon-to-be landmark. like pins in a 

map, these cranes lay out our journey to date and our path for  

the future.  •  as i write to you about our progress in 2006 and  

our outlook, we stand at a remarkable point in our development.  

We have substantial improvements planned or underway at each 

of our five major U.s. gaming resorts. We have two large properties 

under construction in st. louis, Missouri; another property under 

design in lake charles, louisiana; and a proposed gaming complex 

planned in Baton Rouge, louisiana. Recently, we’ve secured a 

prime site in atlantic city, new Jersey, which we are preparing for 

construction of a signature property that will bring new life to this 

well-located seaside resort.  •  there is a strategy behind all the construction scaffolding and the blueprints.  

We’re building a national network of quality regional gaming properties, eventually to be anchored by destination 

resorts in markets such as nevada and atlantic city. to capitalize on our brick-and-mortar investments, we’re 

developing a customer-loyalty program designed to add a powerful dimension to our business. to make it all 

work, we rely on attracting and retaining dedicated people who turn plans, bricks and buildings into a thriving 

company.  •  any well-planned growth strategy entails educated risk. We believe we’re up to the challenge, and 

have secured the tools we need to build on our success. it takes money, time and people…and a lot of hard work.  

•  as mergers and leveraged buyouts continue to sweep the gaming sector, we remain focused on our strategy.  

Our management team has unearthed more growth opportunities in the U.s. in recent years than any other 

casino company. Our relatively small size implies significant growth opportunities for shareholders and career 

opportunities for our employees for many years to come. We believe that development of these opportunities,  

and execution of our corporate strategy to tie it all together, will produce greater long-term returns for our 

shareholders than any strategy that we know of that is based primarily 

on financial engineering. • in other words, we believe that we can 

create superior shareholder returns by capitalizing on our ability to 

secure new gaming opportunities, then design, build and operate highly 

profitable casino resorts.  in many markets, gaming licenses are strictly 

limited; in others, the cost to compete is high. if it makes sense, we may 

occasionally buy an operating asset if it supports our overall growth 

and generates a reasonable return on investment. 

however, for the most part, it’s all about the cranes.
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ASSEMBLE ALL T HE RIGHT PARTS.

DANIEL R. LEE
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF 
ExECUTIVE OFFICER
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While we secured some promising 

development sites in 2006, we backed away 

from others. For example, we completed 

the sale of our non-core card club facilities 

in california.  •  as we mentioned in last 

year’s report, we had agreed to acquire 

aztar corporation for $38 per share.  

as with most acquisitions of public 

companies, the acquisition agreement 

allowed aztar to consider other unsolicited 

offers, while giving us a right of first refusal 

to match such offers. Other bidders entered 

the auction, and at $54 per share the price 

had spiraled to a level that we could no 

longer support. at that price, we believe we 

can generate better financial returns for our 

shareholders by securing or building newer 

properties in similar markets. We ultimately 

decided not to proceed with the acquisition. 

For our efforts, we received a substantial 

breakup fee of $78 million before expenses.   

•  We also submitted a bid for a slots-only 

casino in Philadelphia and designed a 

striking urban complex along the riverfront. 

While we were not selected, we are proud 

of our efforts and of our reputation as a 

quality developer and operator. We intend 

to attract those regional customers that we 

would have garnered in Philadelphia to our 

future resort in atlantic city.  this gaming 

market, located an hour’s drive from 

Philadelphia, has significantly lower gaming 

taxes. separately, in antofagasta and 

Rancagua, chile, the relevant government 

entities chose competing bids that proposed 

substantially larger investments than we 

believe are warranted in those markets.    

•  Pinnacle also remains active in the capital 

markets. in January 2007, we raised net 

proceeds of approximately $353 million in 

a public equity offering, in addition to the 

net proceeds of approximately $179 million 

raised in a separate equity transaction in 

early 2006. We also amended our bank 

credit facility in november 2006, which 

we discuss in greater detail in the financial 

overview section of this report.   

•  We filed an insurance claim associated 

with hurricane Katrina’s destruction of  

our former casino Magic Biloxi property. 

We retained that claim in the sale of our 

other Biloxi assets to harrah’s®. We have 

received approximately $105 million from 

our insurers to date. We have filed suit in 

Federal court in nevada for the balance of 

our claim. We are currently working with 

our insurers to try to resolve this issue. 

•  along with our business, our Board  

of Directors continues to evolve.  

timothy Parrott has stepped down from 

our Board after nine years of exemplary 

service. We wish him the best of luck in his  

new role with aristocrat technologies.   

in January 2007, we welcomed Ellis landau 

to our Board. Prior to his recent retirement, 

Ellis accumulated 30 years’ experience as 

a financial executive in the gaming and 

lodging industries, including 16 years as 

chief financial officer of Boyd gaming. 

We’re fortunate to have someone of   

Ellis’ caliber to help direct our growth.

 

Our two developments in st. louis, Missouri have made substantial 

progress. We remain on track to open our downtown resort,  

lumière Place, by the end of 2007. Our casino in st. louis county, 

River city, is also on track to open approximately one year later. 

Both properties require gaming regulatory approval.  •  We acquired the President Riverboat casino in 

downtown st. louis, which has brought a team of experienced employees into the Pinnacle family.  

the President, a dockside riverboat casino, is moored on the Mississippi River adjacent to lumière Place.  

•  We’re improving each of our existing major U.s. resorts.  We have hotel expansions planned at our three 

most profitable casinos, and improvements and enhancements at two others.  •  We opened our boutique 

property in great Exuma, the Bahamas, adjacent to the Four seasons Resort® great Exuma at Emerald Bay. 

the casino at Emerald Bay offers caribbean visitors a sophisticated, fun gaming option to complement their 

vacations.  •  We bought the assets of harrah’s® lake charles and plan to relocate the two dormant gaming 

operations. concurrently, we sold off our Biloxi assets. Our facility on that site was destroyed by hurricane 

Katrina.  •  Following our acquisition of harrah’s® lake charles, we began designing a new sister resort 

adjacent to l’auberge du lac, which would utilize one of the two dormant gaming operations. lake charles 

voters approved the site for our planned resort, sugarcane Bay, by a strong margin in november 2006.

• We plan to build a new property in Baton Rouge, louisiana, utilizing the second dormant casino operation 

acquired from harrah’s®.  We hope to put our proposal before local voters this summer. Both our Baton Rouge 

and sugarcane Bay projects are 

subject to regulatory approval.  

•  in atlantic city, we bought 

the sands/traymore development 

site, an 18-acre parcel located at 

the heart of the Boardwalk.  

We envision this prime location  

as the site of our largest and  

most ambitious project to date. 

We have begun the design process 

for a signature casino resort that 

will likely take four years or 

more to plan and build.

CRANES AT L’AUBERGE DU LAC

WE MADE ExCELLENT PROGRESS ON OUR 

STRATEGY IN 2006. IN ADDITION TO KEEPING OUR 

CONSTRUCTION SITES HUMMING,  WE ACQUIRED 

SEVERAL SITES FOR FUTURE ExPANSION AND 

FOCUSED ON KEEPING OUR ExISTING PROPERTIES 

PROFITABLE AND COMPETITIVE. WE SOLD OFF      

NON-CORE ASSETS, CONTINUED TO STRENGTHEN  

OUR BALANCE SHEET AND FOCUSED ON BUILDING 

OUR INFRASTRUCTURE. 

4     PINNACLE ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

CONSTRUCTION AT LUMIèRE PLACE - DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS
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L’AUBERGE DU LAC BELTERRA

DEVELOPING PROPERTIES NATIONWIDE AND BEYOND.

BUILD, BUILD,

BUILD.
 AND THEN BUILD SOME MORE.

as a pure-play gaming company, Pinnacle stands on a firm foundation of regional 

properties. Each casino is distinctive and tailored to the region’s unique character 

and consumer tastes. as we improve our existing properties and build new ones, 

they will be distinguished by quality, profitability and a powerful marketing 

system, rather than by a single brand name or design.

 One of the challenges of running an around-the-clock entertainment business is 

keeping our product exciting and attractive. to keep our competitive edge and 

help support our growth, we have updates and improvements planned at each of 

our major U.s. properties. 
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L’Auberge du LAc  is a prime example.  

Our showpiece property in lake charles, louisiana, 

which opened in May 2005, matured handsomely in 

its first full year of operation. Margins solidified as   

l’auberge du lac developed a strong and growing 

guest base. hotel occupancy was 92 percent in 2006.  

l’auberge du lac’s unique mix of restaurants, exciting 

lounges, championship golf course and lush spa 

continues to win accolades. named “Best casino in 

louisiana” by the readers of The Orange County News in texas, l’auberge du lac draws heavily from houston, 

austin and san antonio, as well as from local guests seeking gaming fun in a casually elegant environment. to 

capitalize on l’auberge du lac’s popularity, we broke ground on a new 250-guestroom hotel tower in late 2006. 

When completed in late 2007, the tower will bring l’auberge du lac’s total guestroom count to approximately 

1,000, making it one of the largest hotels in the region. given the popularity of l’auberge du lac’s retail stores, 

we are more than doubling our retail space.    

boomtown new orLeAns has shown 

remarkable business trends as the region rebuilds 

from the devastating hurricanes in 2005. the West 

Bank neighborhood where Boomtown resides has 

grown considerably since the storms hit and we’re 

excited to be a part of the area’s renaissance. We 

plan to break ground on the first guestrooms for 

Boomtown new Orleans in the first half of 2007, 

with additional property upgrades to support the 

upscale 200-guestroom hotel. We also plan to replace our existing three-deck gaming boat with a sleek new  

single-deck casino facility, similar to our casino at l’auberge du lac. We plan to complete this upgrade and 

expansion, including enhancements to the property’s levee system, in the second half of 2008. 

in southern indiana, beLterrA  sets the 

standard for gaming entertainment. With its 

large casino, 608-guestroom hotel, comfortable 

pool area and spa, meeting space, championship 

golf  course and other amenit ies , Belterra 

accommodates weekend getaways, weekday 

business meetings and special events with panache. 

Belterra draws guests from the 53 million 

people living within a 300-mile radius, which 

includes cincinnati, Ohio; louisville, Kentucky; and indianapolis, indiana. in late 2006, a new road opened 

that provides better direct access to Belterra. We are adding a retail corridor here as well, scheduled to open 

this summer. We are also planning to refurbish our high-end suites later this year. Finally, we plan to build 

a 250-guestroom addition, breaking ground in mid-2007 and opening in mid-2008. With more than 850  

guestrooms, the expanded Belterra would be one of the largest hotels in the indiana/Ohio/Kentucky tri-state area. 

however, we may reevaluate our guestroom expansion plan if indiana passes pending legislation that would allow 

two large casinos to be built in the indianapolis metropolitan area.

boomtown bossier city attracts local guests and regional visitors from the Dallas/Ft. Worth area, 

which is a three-hour drive from the Bossier city/shreveport 

area. to stay competitive in this market, we plan to convert 

a barge that we own into an arrival facility for the existing 

casino. this facility will adjoin our multi-floor casino and 

offer escalators for easier access between levels. in addition 

to refurbishing our existing 188 guestrooms, we plan to 

add a 10,000-square-foot multipurpose entertainment 

venue. We expect the improvements to be completed by the 

end of 2007 or early 2008.

boomtown reno offers relaxed, Western-

themed pleasure to travelers along interstate 80 

and gaming guests from northern california.  

to enhance our business and capitalize on our 

land-rich location, we sold some of our excess 

acreage to cabela’s® inc. to allow them to build a 

large cabela’s®-branded sporting goods store. as 

part of that project, we plan to break ground this 

year on a new satellite casino to complement our 

existing 318-guestroom hotel, casino, RV park and other amenities. the satellite casino will replace and use the 

grandfathered gaming license of our existing truck stop, which is being demolished to make room for cabela’s®. 

in our international operations, cAsino mAgic 

ArgentinA  consists of several casinos in the 

Patagonia region. Our largest property, located in the city 

of neuquén, has performed very well since its opening  

in July 2005. 

tHe cAsino At emerALd bAyadjoins the 

elegant Four seasons Resort® great Exuma in the Bahamas. 

this boutique casino, which opened in May 2006, adds 

an exciting new dimension to the resort experience and 

a lovely link to our gaming network. Many of our most 

important customers have already visited Exuma and are 

looking forward to returning regularly.
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CLIFF KORTMAN
PRESIDENT
PINNACLE DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
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RELATIONSHIPS.

BUILDING A COMPANY TAKES MORE THAN STEEL AND GLASS. 

                    WE’RE CONSTRUCTING STRONG RELATIONSHIPS WITH 

       OUR GUESTS, COMMUNITIES, INVESTORS AND LENDERS. 

THE MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENT IN THIS, OF COURSE, 

                                                 IS OUR PEOPLE.

CONNECTING WITH CONSUMERS. 
LOCAL COMMUNITIES. AND INVESTORS.
Pinnacle employs more than 7,000 people. From operations to finance, human resources to technology,  

we’ve strengthened our infrastructure to handle the billions of dollars in assets we manage. 

For example, we’ve launched a major initiative to build a customer-loyalty program to link our regional and 

destination resorts. We believe we can build better brand identity, enhance overall returns and lower customer-

acquisition costs by marrying technology, marketing and guest relations.  

to manage our expanding network, we have promoted several of our managers into new, more senior roles at 

our properties. i’m pleased to say that all of the general managers of the resorts we now have under construction 

have been promoted from within the company. We see this as a core strength, and our management and   

human-resources staff take pride in attracting and developing the best from within. We also hire strategically 

from outside, as well as within, the gaming industry to adapt the best business practices in use today. 

in each department, from food and beverage to maintenance, development, technology and management,       

our goal is to make Pinnacle more than the sum of its disparate parts. We have programs to attract  

leading graduates from hotel and business schools and to train and develop senior executives for the  

Pinnacle of tomorrow.
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We’re in the thick of construction on  

lumière Place, our st. louis city development.  

the main tower is rising quickly, and we are 

on track to open the casino, luxury hotel, 

several restaurants, spa and meeting space 

in late 2007. the first phase will incorporate 

our Embassy suites hotel® located adjacent 

to the site, as well as the President Riverboat 

casino, which we bought in December 2006. 

the Embassy suites is closing for an extensive 

refurbishment that will integrate it with the 

casino complex. 

the hotel/gaming complex, however, is only 

the anchor for this urban entertainment and 

residential district. after the initial phase opens, 

approximately half of the 18-acre site we own 

or have under option will remain available 

for development. Our master plan includes 

the possible development of retail space, condominiums, additional hotels and parking, 

all of which remain on the drawing board. We may choose to develop these ourselves or 

in partnership with other developers. For example, we have entered into a joint-venture 

agreement with local developers to build a 10-story luxury condominium development 

overlooking the Mississippi River, near lumière Place. 

in st. louis county, our River city development is taking shape in the community of 

lemay. this 56-acre suburban site, located in one of the region’s most densely populated 

areas, is situated just south of the juncture of the Mississippi River and River des Peres. 

River city will include a casino, hotel, restaurants, retail stores, skating rink, multiplex 

movie theatre and entertainment venue. We expect River city to attract local guests with 

its varied amenities, as compared to the regional visitors, travelers, tourists and locals 

targeted by lumière Place. River city is scheduled to open in the second half of 2008.

We expect to break ground this year on sugarcane Bay, a sister property to our successful 

l’auberge du lac casino resort in lake charles.   Plans include a state-of-the-art,  

single-deck dockside casino, upscale hotel, spa and other amenities, all designed with  

the relaxed atmosphere of a posh caribbean getaway. the $350 million project is 

scheduled to open in 2009.

LUMIèRE PLACE - DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS

L’AUBERGE 
DU LAC

SUGARCANE
BAY
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RIVER CITY - LEMAY, ST. LOUIS COUNTY

SUGARCANE BAY - LAKE CHARLES, LA

IT TAKES PLANNING, TIME AND MONEY TO GET FROM GROUNDBREAKING 

TO RIBBON-CUTTING. SEVERAL OF OUR PROJECTS ARE WELL ON THEIR 

WAY FROM CONCEPTION TO THEIR OPENING FESTIVITIES.

IN THE THICK OF CONSTRUCTION.
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BUILDING A
    GREATER WH   LE,

ONE PIECE
 AT A TIME.
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We plan to build a $250 million casino and hotel in Baton Rouge, louisiana. Baton Rouge’s population has surged 

in recent years, particularly after the hurricanes hit new Orleans in 2005. this project would require various 

approvals, including a local-option vote in East Baton Rouge Parish and approval by the louisiana gaming 

control Board. We believe a new, high-quality casino complex will grow the Baton Rouge gaming market, create 

jobs and tax revenues, and complement the burgeoning business community in that region.

central city, colorado also sports a pin on our development map. this historic gaming town attracts guests from 

Denver, located approximately 40 miles away. We recently purchased an acre and a half of land zoned for gaming 

and have an agreement to acquire six adjoining acres that 

are not zoned for gaming. We believe this land is the most 

conveniently located gaming site for Denver residents.

   

growth feeds on imagination. Of all our projects, our 

atlantic city, new Jersey development will call for the 

biggest ideas, the most planning and the grandest design.  

in november 2006, we acquired approximately 18 contiguous 

acres in the heart of atlantic city’s famed Boardwalk that 

includes the old sands hotel and casino and several other 

structures. We have begun the process of clearing the site 

for a spectacular new destination resort that will anchor our 

system of properties.

VISION AND 
COMMITMENT:
THE KEYS 
TO SUCCESS
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pacific aVENUE

BOaRDWaLK

16     PINNACLE ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

THE 

POWER PROGRESS.BEHIND 
THE

PINNACLE ATLANTIC CITY

pacific aVENUE
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REVENUES BY PROPERTY**
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GROWTH FEEDS ON

We have started on the design for atlantic city, which for a project of this magnitude will take at least a year 

or two to complete. We expect to invest at least $1.5 billion beyond the cost of the land. this underscores our 

belief that atlantic city has tremendous unrealized potential as a destination getaway for the 60 million people 

who live within 300 miles. With the right mix of gaming, dining, nightlife, shopping, spa services and other 

indulgences, our signature resort can make a name for itself, for atlantic city and for Pinnacle. 

it takes a strong team of people to build a successful company. Our guests expect a superior experience 

each time they visit. Our employees give us their daily best, in return for good compensation and benefits, 

advancement opportunities and a work environment that is stable, fair and friendly. Our investors trust us to 

build value, honor our commitments and keep them informed. Our communities rely on a strong corporate 

partner that is a good neighbor, generates quality jobs and produces strong and reliable tax revenues.

Without this support, the cranes would be idle. We thank you for your confidence in us. 

We intend to build both our company and the value of your investment.

Respectfully,

Daniel R. lee

chairman and chief Executive Officer

March 14, 2007

F i n a n c i a l  O V E R V i E W

OPERATING AND FINANCIAL RESULTS

Pinnacle’s operations again produced excellent results in 2006, reflecting the benefits of our continuing 
growth strategy— and some good fortune. Revenues for the year rose 36.5% to $912.4 million from $668.5  
in 2005. adjusted EBitDa* also continued to climb, up 72.3% to $202.5 million from $117.6 million in the 
prior year. 

Our flagship resort, l’auberge du lac, made strong contributions to the year’s results. Opened in May 2005 at a 
cost of approximately $370 million, the property initially focused on building brand awareness and its customer 
database.  hurricane Rita interrupted the normal ramp-up process, but the property recovered quickly, while 
serving as a staging point for regional recovery. as we entered 2006, our employees became gradually more 
proficient and we began shifting our marketing efforts to lower-cost direct-mail campaigns. those efforts paid 
off, as operations at l’auberge du lac responded quickly. its adjusted EBitDa of $72.4 million comfortably 
surpassed our original expectations for the property.

  

Boomtown new Orleans also thrived in 2006.  after hurricane Katrina, the property benefited from the closure 
of many competitors in the new Orleans and Mississippi gulf coast areas. it also has benefited from ongoing 
reconstruction efforts and population growth in the West Bank community where Boomtown new Orleans is 
located.  as a result, revenues at the property rose to $201.5 million in 2006 from $143.1 million, and adjusted 
EBitDa increased to $81.0 million from $51.4 million. these levels were unsustainably high, in our opinion, 
and began gradually to decline as our competitors reopened. as the chart on the next page shows, our business 
at Boomtown new Orleans remains substantially stronger than it was prior to the 2005 hurricanes.  We expect 
this trend to continue.  

*See the endnote to this financial overview section for a reconciliation of Adjusted EBITDA to operating income and net income.
**Excludes discontinued operations.

IMAGINATION.
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F i n a n c i a l  O V E R V i E W F i n a n c i a l  O V E R V i E W

OPERATING AND FINANCIAL RESULTS

Pinnacle’s operations again produced excellent results in 2006, reflecting the benefits of our continuing 
growth strategy— and some good fortune. Revenues for the year rose 36.5% to $912.4 million from $668.5  

in 2005. adjusted EBitDa* also continued to climb, up 72.3% to $202.5 million from $117.6 million in the 
prior year. 

Our flagship resort, l’auberge du lac, made strong contributions to the year’s results. Opened in May 2005 at a 
cost of approximately $370 million, the property initially focused on building brand awareness and its customer 
database.  hurricane Rita interrupted the normal ramp-up process, but the property recovered quickly, while 
serving as a staging point for regional recovery. as we entered 2006, our employees became gradually more 
proficient and we began shifting our marketing efforts to lower-cost direct-mail campaigns. those efforts paid 
off, as operations at l’auberge du lac responded quickly. its adjusted EBitDa of $72.4 million comfortably 
surpassed our original expectations for the property.

  

Boomtown new Orleans also thrived in 2006.  after hurricane Katrina, the property benefited from the closure 
of many competitors in the new Orleans and Mississippi gulf coast areas. it also has benefited from ongoing 
reconstruction efforts and population growth in the West Bank community where Boomtown new Orleans is 
located.  as a result, revenues at the property rose to $201.5 million in 2006 from $143.1 million, and adjusted 
EBitDa increased to $81.0 million from $51.4 million. these levels were unsustainably high, in our opinion, 
and began gradually to decline as our competitors reopened. as the chart on the next page shows, our business 
at Boomtown new Orleans remains substantially stronger than it was prior to the 2005 hurricanes.  We expect 
this trend to continue.  

Revenues at Belterra casino Resort increased 2.3% to $172.7 million in 2006, while adjusted EBitDa   
declined to $37.3 million from $39.6 million. the results primarily reflect higher marketing costs, including brief 
marketing campaigns related to the opening of a competing casino approximately 100 miles from Belterra and 
advertising a new access road from the nearby interstate to our property.  

Boomtown Bossier city continued to improve its cost structure in 2006, despite a competitive gaming 
market and expanded native american gaming facilities in southern Oklahoma. While revenues for the  
year remained essentially flat, reduced labor and marketing costs helped to improve adjusted EBitDa  
by 17.3% to $23.0 million.

Boomtown Reno experienced a challenging year, mostly because of the ongoing pressure from native american 
gaming facilities in california. We continue to explore plans to utilize the property’s 470 adjacent acres to 
enhance Boomtown’s business. We believe the planned opening of a cabela’s® outdoor sporting goods store next 
to Boomtown Reno will increase traffic to the casino and boost financial results beyond the $87.1 million of 
revenues and $6.8 million of adjusted EBitDa recorded in 2006. the cabela’s® store is currently expected to 
open before the end of 2007.

Our international segment continued to expand, reflecting a full year of operations at our new casino in 
neuquén, argentina and the May 2006 opening of the casino at Emerald Bay, a boutique casino adjacent to 
the Four seasons Resort® in the Bahamas. Revenues from the segment grew 39.8% to $28.6 million in 2006, 
and adjusted EBitDa rose 18.0% to $9.2 million versus the prior year.

in september 2005, we acquired the 297-guestroom Embassy suites hotel® in downtown st. louis for $38 
million as a part of our overall development plan for lumière Place. We are closing the hotel for a $15 million 
refurbishment. Upon its reopening later in 2007, it will connect directly to the luxury hotel and casino complex 
we are currently constructing at lumière Place.

also located in downtown st. louis adjacent to lumière Place, the President Riverboat casino joined our 
portfolio in December 2006. While we generally prefer to build properties rather than buy them, the President 
is an excellent example of the strategic acquisitions we will make to enhance our portfolio. the President 
acquisition brings us an experienced workforce, a network of billboards throughout the st. louis area and the 
list of names in its customer database, all of which will be invaluable to our overall st. louis business.  

this was a complicated acquisition. While the President has always been a solid cash flow producer, its prior 
ownership had leveraged too much against this cash flow, resulting in bankruptcy.  We purchased virtually all 
of the debt, then reached an agreement with the equity holders and received approval from the bankruptcy 
court.  Our net cost for the President was approximately $45 million, which we believe was approximately 4.4 
times EBitDa in its fiscal year 2006 before charges related to the bankruptcy and the overhead of the prior 
ownership.  We expect such results to decline when lumière Place opens, but then the President can serve as an 
overflow facility, at least during the initial opening period.  there are also considerable synergies of operating 
two neighboring casinos.

We remained active on the development front in 2006.  in addition to our two st. louis projects currently under 
construction, our growth pipeline now extends out to approximately 2011 due to several recent investments in 
land and other assets.  these purchases include approximately 18 centrally located acres along the Boardwalk 
in atlantic city, and two louisiana dormant casino riverboats and related assets.  We intend to use one of these 
dormant casino riverboats for the development of sugarcane Bay in lake charles and the other for a potential 
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Set forth below is a graph comparing the cumulative total stockholder return for Pinnacle Common Stock with the cumulative total 

returns for the Dow Jones Industry Group CNO - Casino & Gambling (“Dow Jones Casino Index”) and the New York Stock Exchange 

Market Index (“NYSE Market Index”). The total cumulative return calculations are for the period commencing December 31, 2001 

and ending December 31, 2006, and include the reinvestment of dividends.

 12/31/2001 12/31/2002 12/31/2003 12/31/2004 12/31/2005 12/31/2006

Pinnacle Entertainment, Inc. $100.00  $114.93 $154.56 $328.03 $409.78 $549.59 

Year over Year Percentage Change  14.93% 34.48% 112.23% 24.92% 34.12%

Dow Jones Casino Index $100.00  $110.05 $168.80 $222.37 $223.43 $320.45 

Year over Year Percentage Change  10.05% 53.38% 31.74% 0.48% 43.42%

NYSE Market Index $100.00  $80.17 $103.27 $116.25 $124.33 $146.54 

Year over Year Percentage Change  -19.83% 28.81% 12.57% 6.95% 17.86%

Source:  CTA Integrated Communications www.ctaintegrated.com (303) 665-4200.  Data from ReutersBRIDGE Data Networks 

The above graph shows historical stock performance (including reinvestment of dividends) and is not necessarily indicative  

of future performance. Assumes $100 invested on December 31, 2001 in Pinnacle Common Stock, Dow Jones Index and  

NYSE Market Index. Total return assumes reinvestment of dividends. Values are as of December 31 of each year.
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surpassed our original expectations for the property.

  

Boomtown new Orleans also thrived in 2006.  after hurricane Katrina, the property benefited from the closure 
of many competitors in the new Orleans and Mississippi gulf coast areas. it also has benefited from ongoing 
reconstruction efforts and population growth in the West Bank community where Boomtown new Orleans is 
located.  as a result, revenues at the property rose to $201.5 million in 2006 from $143.1 million, and adjusted 
EBitDa increased to $81.0 million from $51.4 million. these levels were unsustainably high, in our opinion, 
and began gradually to decline as our competitors reopened. as the chart on the next page shows, our business 
at Boomtown new Orleans remains substantially stronger than it was prior to the 2005 hurricanes.  We expect 
this trend to continue.  

OPERATING AND FINANCIAL RESULTS

Pinnacle’s operations again produced excellent results in 2006, reflecting the benefits of our continuing 
growth strategy— and some good fortune. Revenues for the year rose 36.5% to $912.4 million from $668.5  
in 2005. adjusted EBitDa* also continued to climb, up 72.3% to $202.5 million from $117.6 million in the 
prior year. 

Our flagship resort, l’auberge du lac, made strong contributions to the year’s results. Opened in May 2005 at a 
cost of approximately $370 million, the property initially focused on building brand awareness and its customer 
database.  hurricane Rita interrupted the normal ramp-up process, but the property recovered quickly, while 
serving as a staging point for regional recovery. as we entered 2006, our employees became gradually more 
proficient and we began shifting our marketing efforts to lower-cost direct-mail campaigns. those efforts paid 
off, as operations at l’auberge du lac responded quickly. its adjusted EBitDa of $72.4 million comfortably 
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THE ACCOUNTING COMPLICATIONS OF GROWTH

Recognize that Pinnacle is, in many ways, a mix between an operating company and a development 

company. including atlantic city, colorado, Baton Rouge, sugarcane Bay, River city and lumière Place,  

we have more than $3 billion of projects in our development pipeline. Our unlevered adjusted EBitDa  

return on investment in the first full year of operation at l’auberge du lac was nearly 20%. We generally  

will not undertake a project if we believe the unlevered return is likely to be less than 10%. We believe the 

projects in our pipeline, when completed, are likely to earn more than our entire company earns today.

this mix between an operating company and a development company will complicate any financial analysis of 

our company over the next few years. For example, we are adding corporate staff to oversee this growth and the 

future operations. the cost of this staff hits the income statement today, even though this staff is being hired to 

oversee the expanded operations of tomorrow.

similarly, we have significant pre-opening and development costs. these are the people hired at the specific 

locations in advance of opening. that includes a handful of executives placed well in advance of opening, as  

well as a large number of people hired and trained just prior to opening. Pre-opening and development costs 

also include the large marketing and advertising campaigns prior to or concurrent with opening, accrued or 

actual rent related to the project, and the legal and other professional services incurred to obtain the licensing 

and other permits required to operate.

We include pre-opening costs as part of our project budgets, as they are a necessary cost to build any new, 

successful casino. at one time, many companies capitalized such costs during the construction period so that 

current results were not burdened by costs related to future revenues. now, pre-opening and development 

costs must be expensed as incurred. Because of the magnitude of our development pipeline relative to current 

operations, our net income will be substantially affected by this accounting treatment over the next few years.

gaaP, however, treats capital costs during construction much differently from pre-opening costs. companies 

must multiply the qualified investment-to-date in each project by the company’s average borrowing cost and 

capitalize the resulting amount, thereby reducing net interest expense. One, however, cannot capitalize more 

interest expense than the company’s total interest expense, so a company that is less leveraged and building 

many projects may have substantially different capitalized interest (and therefore project costs) than a more 

leveraged company building the same projects.

this becomes further complicated when a company chooses to maintain high liquidity in advance of its 

construction needs. For example, our company today has in cash several hundred million dollars that we 

anticipate investing in our various projects over the next several quarters. if it were not for those projects, 

we could use that cash to retire most of our debt. We invest that excess cash very conservatively and earn 

substantially lower interest rates than what we pay. this differential is not capitalized and is a substantial  

drag on our net income.

Pure development companies generally have losses until they begin operations. in our case, the pre-opening 

losses associated with our development activities are effectively netted against the income that our existing 

operations would have if we didn’t have such an aggressive development pipeline. 

that pipeline, of course, is Pinnacle’s path to the future. through it, we plan to build an exciting gaming 

network, create jobs and tax revenues, and generate value for shareholders.

*Excludes corporate overhead, non-routine items, and discontinued operations.
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B O a R D  O F  D i R E c t O R s
Standing (l-r): John Giovenco (b)(d) - Retired gaming Executive • James Martineau (c)(d) - Private investor • Daniel R. Lee (a)(f ) - chairman of the Board /cEO •  

Lynn Reitnouer (a)(c)(e) - Partner, crowell , Weedon & co. (stock Brokerage Firm) • Richard Goeglein (a)(c) - Owner, Evening star hospitality, llc  
(hotel Development, Ownership & Management), Former gaming Executive • Ell is Landau (b)(d)(e) - Retired gaming Executive 

Sitt ing (l-r): Michael Ornest (b) - Private investor • Bruce Lesl ie (b)(e)(f ) - attorney  

(a) Executive committee   (b) audit committee   (c) compensation committee   (d) nominating committee   (e) compliance committee   (f ) Risk Management Oversight committee

CEO and CFO Certif ications - the company has filed with the sEc as exhibits to its 2006 annual Report on Form 10-K the certifications of the company’s chief Executive Officer and its 
chief Financial Officer required under section 302 of the sarbanes-Oxley act and Rule 13a-14(a) of the securities Exchange act of 1934, regarding the company’s financial statements, disclosure controls 
and procedures and other matters. in addition, on June 7, 2006, the company submitted to the nYsE the annual certification of the company’s chief Executive Officer required under section 303a.12(a) of 
the nYsE listed company Manual, that he was not aware of any violation by the company of the nYsE’s corporate governance listing standards.

Forward-Looking Statements - this annual report contains some forward-looking statements which are subject to change, including statements regarding our expectations as to future projects, future 
performance and liquidity. actual results may differ materially from those described in any forward-looking statement. additional information concerning potential factors that could affect our future results 
is included under the caption “Risk Factors” in item 1a of our Form 10-K included in this annual report. this statement is provided as permitted by the Private securities litigation Reform act of 1995.

©2007 PinnaclE EntERtainMEnt, inc.  all Rights REsERVED.
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Pinnacle Entertainment, inc. 
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PROPERtiEs 

Pinnacle Entertainment, inc. 
3800 howard hughes Parkway 
las Vegas, nV 89169 
702.784.7777 
www.pnkinc.com

Pinnacle - atlantic city 
136 south Kentucky avenue 
atlantic city, nJ 08401 
609.441.4000 
www.pinnacleatlanticcity.com

Belterra casino Resort & spa 
777 Belterra Drive 
Florence, in 47020 
812.427.7777 
www.belterracasino.com

Boomtown Bossier city 
300 Riverside Drive 
Bossier city, la 71111 
318.746.0711 
www.boomtownbossier.com

Boomtown new Orleans 
4132 Peters Road 
harvey, la 70058 
504.366.7711 
www boomtownneworleans.com

Boomtown Reno 
i-80 @ garson Road Exit 
Reno, nV 89439 
775.345.6000 
www.boomtownreno.com

casino Magic caviahue                    
av. Ricardo Bialous s/n 
caviahue 
8349 neuquén - argentina 
54.294.849.5213

casino Magic copahue 
Doctor herrero Ducloux s/n 
copahue 
8349 neuquén - argentina 
54.249.849.5176                             

casino Magic Junin de los andes 
la Madrid #40 
Junin de los andes 
neuquén - argentina 
54.297.249.1461                            

casino Magic neuquén 
teodoro Planas 4005 
Q8304EnU25 neuquén - argentina 
54.299.445.2600 
www.casinomagic.com.ar   

casino Magic san Martín de los andes 
Villegas y Elordi 
8370 - san Martín de los andes 
neuquén - argentina 
54.297.242.7142

Embassy suites hotel 
st. louis - Downtown 
901 north First street 
st. louis, MO 63102 
314.241.4200

l’auberge du lac hotel & casino 
777 avenue l’auberge 
lake charles, la 70601 
337.395.7777 
www.ldlcasino.com

lumière Place & River city Projects 
727 north First street 
suite #500 
st. louis, MO 63102 
314.450.5000  
www.pinnaclestlouis.com

President Riverboat casino 
1000 north leonor K. sullivan Blvd. 
st. louis, MO 63102 
314.622.1850

the casino at Emerald Bay 
P.O. Box EX 29005 
Queen’s highway 
great Exuma, the Bahamas 
242.358.4634 
www.casinoatemeraldbay.com 
  

Reconciliation of Adjusted EBITDA to Net Income (Loss)  

(Dollars in Millions)

twelve months ended dec. 31, 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Adjusted EBITDA Before Non-Routine Items* $62.3  $69.6  $79.2  $117.6  $202.5 

Non-Routine Items ($12.4) ($6.8) $28.2  ($29.6) ($32.0) 

Non-Cash Share-Based Compensation $0.0  $0.0  $0.0  $0.0  ($5.5) 

Depreciation and Amortization ($35.1) ($36.5) ($38.2) ($55.7) ($69.1) 

Merger Termination Proceeds, Net of Expenses $0.0  $0.0  $0.0  $0.0  $44.7 

Other Non-Operating Income $2.2  $2.1  $3.6  $3.7  $16.0 

Interest Expense, Net of Capitalized Interest ($48.7) ($54.0) ($51.8) ($49.5) ($53.7) 

Loss on Early Extinguishment of Debt $0.0  ($19.9) ($14.9) ($3.8) $0.0 

Income Tax (Expense) Benefit $11.3  $10.9  ($3.8) $17.3  ($41.1) 

Minority Interest $0.0  $0.0  $0.0  $0.0  $0.1 

Income (Loss) from Discontinued Operations, Net $7.5  $6.4  $6.9  $6.2  $15.0 

Cumulative Effect of a Change in Accounting Principle ($56.7) $0.0  $0.0  $0.0  $0.0

Net Income (Loss) ($69.6) ($28.2) $9.2  $6.1  $76.9 

*Excludes discontinued operations

Reconciliation of Operating Income (Loss) to Adjusted EBITDA 

(Dollars in Millions)

twelve months ended operating depreciation & non-routine Adjusted 
december 31, 2004 income Amortization items ebitdA

Boomtown New Orleans $25.5  $6.8  $0.0  $32.2 

Belterra Casino Resort $15.5  $16.3  $0.0  $31.8 

Boomtown Bossier City $13.9  $6.8  $0.0  $20.7 

Boomtown Reno $3.3  $7.0  $0.0  $10.2 

International $6.0  $0.9  $0.0  $6.9 

Corporate & Other ($23.1) $0.5  $0.0  ($22.6) 

Non-Routine Items $28.2  $0.0  ($28.2) $0.0

Total $69.2  $38.2  ($28.2) $79.2 

twelve months ended operating depreciation & non-routine Adjusted 
december 31, 2005 income Amortization items ebitdA

L’Auberge du Lac ($3.0) $14.3  $0.0  $11.3 

Boomtown New Orleans $44.4  $7.1  $0.0  $51.4 

Belterra Casino Resort $22.0  $17.6  $0.0  $39.6 

Boomtown Bossier City $12.4  $7.3  $0.0  $19.6 

Boomtown Reno $4.0  $6.3  $0.0  $10.4 

Embassy Suites $0.1  $0.6  $0.0  $0.7 

International $6.1  $1.6  $0.0  $7.8 

Corporate & Other ($24.1) $0.8  $0.0  ($23.3) 

Non-Routine Items ($29.6) $0.0  $29.6  $0.0 

Total $32.3  $55.7  $29.6  $117.6 

twelve months ended operating deprec., Amort. &  non-routine Adjusted 
december 31, 2006 income share-based comp. items ebitdA

L’Auberge du Lac $46.7  $25.6  $0.0  $72.4 

Boomtown New Orleans $72.6  $8.4  $0.0  $81.0 

Belterra Casino Resort $22.6  $14.7  $0.0  $37.3 

Boomtown Bossier City $14.7  $8.3  $0.0  $23.0 

Boomtown Reno $0.1  $6.7  $0.0  $6.8 

Embassy Suites ($0.1) $1.8  $0.0  $1.7 

President Riverboat Casino $0.2  $0.2  $0.0  $0.4 

International $6.3  $2.8  $0.0  $9.2 

Corporate & Other ($35.2) $6.0  $0.0  ($29.2) 

Non-Routine Items ($32.0) $0.0  $32.0  $0.0

Total $95.8  $74.7  $32.0  $202.5 

REcOnciliatiOn tO gaaP MEasUREs
We use Adjusted EBITDA as a helpful measure of our performance at the property and corporate levels and as one of several tools to  

help evaluate our ability to service debt. Our definition of EBITDA, as adjusted, and our rationale for using such a measure appear on  

page 27 of our Form 10-K included in this annual report. A description of non-routine items can be found beginning on Page 27 of our  

Form 10-K included in this annual report. The following is a reconciliation of property Adjusted EBITDA to operating income and a 

reconciliation of Adjusted EBITDA before non-routine items to net income (loss). Note that property-level operating  

income below does not include pre-opening and development costs, among other things, accumulated in non-routine items.
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